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Human Physiology and 
Air Flight



Four Zones of the 
Flight Environment

 Troposphere, stratosphere, 
ionosphere, and exosphere

 Most flight takes place in 
troposphere and stratosphere 

 Troposphere—largest 
percentage of atmospheric 
mass

 Passenger airliners will fly 
above the clouds in the 
stratosphere to avoid weather
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Physical Laws of Gases 
According to Boyle’s Law

Boyle’s law—when the pressure of a 
confined gas increases, its volume 
decreases; when pressure decreases, 
volume increases

When an aircraft climbs, the drop in 
atmospheric pressure causes gases in 
the human body to expand
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Dalton’s Law

 Dalton’s law—the total pressure of a 
mixture of gases is equal to the sum of the 
partial pressure that each gas exerts 
individually 

 The total pressure that the human body 
experiences is the sum of the partial 
pressures exerted on it by oxygen, nitrogen, 
and trace gases
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Henry’s Law

 Henry’s law—the 
amount of gas dissolved 
in a volume of liquid is 
proportional to the 
pressure of the gas 

 Bottle filled with 
carbonated drink; when 
opened releases 
pressure, bubbles of gas 
escape

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqSrk45MB7M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqSrk45MB7M


Human Body and Reduced 
Pressure at High Altitude

By about 12,000 feet, the partial pressure 
of oxygen is reduced, interferes with the 
body’s normal activities and functions

By 18,000 feet, the thinner air means 
lungs can only draw half as much oxygen 
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Ill Effects at Reduced Pressure 

 Hypoxia—a state of too little 
oxygen in the body 

 Hyperventilation—an abnormal 
increase in the volume of air 
breathed in and out of the lungs

 Trapped gas

 Ear block

 Sinus block

 Altitude-Induced Decompression 
Sickness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTNX6mr753w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUfF2MTnqAw


G-Forces
 Measure of gravity’s 

accelerative force

 Pilot may experience a 
combination of linear, radial, 
and angular acceleration 
when working with flight 
controls

 Accelerations induce g-
forces on the body that 
scientists refer to as Gx, Gy, 
and Gz
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The Effects of G-Force

Most hazardous is along the Gz axis 

 Cardiovascular system has to act quickly 
to keep blood flowing to the brain 

 Body tries to counteract +Gz with a 
harder, faster heartbeat

 If the acceleration is as rapid as 1 G per 
second, unconsciousness can hit without 
any visual warning
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The Effects of G-Force, cont.

 More dangerous is the foot-to-
head -Gz; pilot pushes into a 
dive, blood can’t flow back 
down through the veins into 
the heart

 Pilot may experience red 
out; the next phase is loss 
of consciousness 

 Fighter pilots and astronauts 
wear the g-suit, protects pilots 
from the effects of g-forces

G-force Video

file:///C:/Users/vtwhited/Videos/AS200/human body/EXTREME G-FORCE and ZERO-G COMPILATION.mp4


Spatial Disorientation

Spatial disorientation—lack of 
knowing an aircraft’s position, 
attitude, and movement

Visual system

Vestibular system

Somatosensory system

Flying conditions can sometimes 
confuse the three systems
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Senses

 What are your senses? List them

 Proprioception: Include the senses of position 
and movement of our limbs and trunk, the 
sense of effort, the sense of force, and the 
sense of heaviness. Receptors involved in 
proprioception are located in skin, muscles, 
and joints
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Motion Sickness

A product of the brain receiving 
conflicting messages about the body’s 
true position 

Symptoms include nausea, dizziness, 
paleness, sweating, and vomiting

file:///C:/Users/vtwhited/Videos/AS200/human body/Barany Chair.mp4


Other Stresses of Flight 
Operations

 Smoking tobacco: raises the concentration 
of carbon monoxide in blood

 Alcohol: can affect coordination, limit vision, 
impact memory, reduce reasoning power, 
slow reflexes, and lower attention span

 Drugs: side effects such as loss of balance 
and nausea
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Protective Equipment and 
Aircrew Training



The System

Regulator

Outflow valve

Safety valve

Pressure relief valve

Vacuum relief valve

Dump valve

Chapter 3, Lesson 2 Reproduced from US Department of 
Transportation/Federal Aviation Administration



If the System Fails

Explosive decompression—change in 
cabin pressure that takes place faster 
than the lungs can decompress

Rapid decompression likely won’t hurt 
the lungs

Main danger from decompression is 
hypoxia
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The Equipment

Containers hold oxygen 
under high pressure

Regulator supplies the 
flow of oxygen

Mask must be compatible 
with oxygen system

Cannula—device that 
administers oxygen

Chapter 3, Lesson 2 Courtesy of USAF/TSgt Michael R. 
Holzworth



Oxygen Delivery Systems

Continuous-flow: works up to 28,000 
feet

Diluter-demand: operates up to 40,000

Pressure-demand: functions above 
40,000 
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Pressure Suits

 Partial—covers most of the body 
and creates pressure to support life

No way to release heat and 
sweat, and were too heavy 

Didn’t adequately protect the 
body

 Full—covers the entire body

Built-in ventilation system 

Astronauts and pilots also wear 
full-pressure suits
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Emergency Equipment—
Parachutes

 Works by creating drag

 Paratroopers sometimes use the static line

 In an emergency, pilots generally use a 
parachute that doesn’t use a static line 

Chapter 3, Lesson 2 Courtesy of USAF/Amn Matthew 
R. Loken



Ejection Seats

 Thrusts a pilot out of an aircraft 
in an emergency

 If a pilot tries to escape a 
damaged fighter with only a 
parachute, he or she would be 
battling g-forces and windblast 

 Windblast can injure or even 
kill a pilot 

 G-forces can pin a pilot in place 

Chapter 3, Lesson 2 Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Bennie J. Davis III



The Function and Use of
Flight Simulators

 Military and civilian pilots use to train for 
many types of in-flight situations

 National Transportation Safety Board 
uses when investigating accidents

Chapter 3, Lesson 2 Courtesy of USAF/A1C Benjamin 
Wiseman



Altitude Chamber

 Sealed room that reproduces a high-altitude 
environment

 Helps a pilot get familiar with the warning 
signs of hypoxia

Chapter 3, Lesson 2 Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Samuel Rogers



Barany Chair 

 Spinning device that demonstrates the hazards 
of spatial disorientation

 Simulates aircraft maneuvers using the 
centrifugal effect

 Train pilots to accurately read signals from the 
inner ear

Chapter 3, Lesson 2
Courtesy of USAF/SSgt Samuel Rogers



The “Vomit Comet”

 Astronauts train in simulated 
weightlessness in this 
aircraft

 Each parabola—the roller 
coaster ride up and down—
gives the astronauts-in-
training about 25 seconds of 
near-weightlessness

Chapter 3, Lesson 2 Reproduced from NASA/JSC



Centrifuges

 Device that creates artificial gravity forces by 
spinning around a central point 

 The main reason for training is to prevent gravity-
induced loss of consciousness, or G-LOC

Chapter 3, Lesson 2 Courtesy of NASA



Aviation Innovation

https://www.theloop.ca/windowless-planes-are-coming-and-theyre-unbelievably-cool/



Hypersonic Aircraft—
The Hypersoar

 A futuristic concept aircraft 
capable of traveling at Mach 
10 

 Besides saving time, would 
burn liquid hydrogen, a clean 
fuel

 Could have many uses: move 
passengers and cargo, deliver 
satellites to space, or bomb 
enemy targets

Chapter 1, Lesson 6
Reproduced from the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory/DOE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMnMaS2t57Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMnMaS2t57Y


New Fuels—Hydrogen Fuel Cells

 In 2008 Boeing flew a small motor-glider powered 
by hydrogen fuel cells

 Fuel cells are electrochemical 

devices that convert hydrogen 

into electricity and heat

 They do not produce any of the typical products of 
combustion; they exhaust only heat and water

Chapter 1, Lesson 6
Copyright © Boeing. All Rights Reserved



New Fuels—Biofuels

 Researchers are exploring the use of biofuel, fuel made 
from plants

 AF’s goal is to obtain 50 percent of its domestic fuel 
requirement using alternative fuel blends

 February 2011, the AF certified the C-17 Globemaster
fleet for flight operations using a biofuel blend
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Noise Reduction

 NASA researchers are tinkering with a 
metallic foam made from 

stainless steel to install 

around engines

 Most foam would catch fire from 

engine heat; metallic foam solves that 
problem

 NASA is crafting a plan for noise-reduction 
strategies 10, 20, and 30 years out

Chapter 1, Lesson 6 Courtesy of NASA



Air Traffic Control

 In the past year there were an average of 9,728 
planes — carrying 1,270,406 people — in the sky at 
any given time

 Air traffic is expected to grow 50 percent by 2025

 FAA is working on new technologies to improve air 
traffic efficiency and safety; a plan called NextGen 
uses satellite technology

 NextGen would allow planes to fly closer together, 
take more direct routes, and be aware of their 
position relative to other aircraft

 DREAMS Project
Chapter 1, Lesson 6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WvVfDqVKes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WvVfDqVKes


Continuous Descent Approach

 When planes land, they follow an arrival 
path that is not very efficient

 NASA’s continuous descent approach allows 
planes to coast during the final flight stages, 
using less power

 NASA is researching a system called Efficient 
Descent Advisor,  a tool for air traffic 
controllers
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The Use of Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft

 Another area of research is the unmanned aircraft 
system (UAS) or unmanned ariel vehicle (UAV) 

 US military and intelligence services

use UASs for reconnaissance and 

combat

 Autonomous refueling will be the 

next big leap forward in UASs

 The Phantom Ray, a stealthy, jet-powered UAS 
was introduced in 2010

Chapter 1, Lesson 6
Courtesy of NASA/Jim Ross

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znwU_4lLoGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znwU_4lLoGE


RQ-4 Global Hawk
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Aircraft Comparison
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Engine Removal
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Pint-Sized UAV Developments

 The AF uses micro-UAVs in Iraq and 
Afghanistan to gather information about the 
enemy

 BATMAV weighs only a pound yet carries a 
camera; it can send images to the person 
controlling it 

 RQ-11B Raven has an infrared camera for 
night operations

 Nano-UAV (invisible to the naked eye) is part 
of the AF’s image of the future

https://www.google.com/search?q=BATMAV+UAV&hl=en&biw=1366&bih=661&tbm=isch&source=lnms&sa=X&ei=s9FRVJP8L4jpiALWsYCIAQ&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAg&dpr=1#imgdii=_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VDm2j7SPUE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z78mgfKprdg


Boeing 787 Dreamliner

 Incorporates lightweight 
composite materials into its 
design 

 Its carbon fiber is also more 
resistant to corrosion than 
previous composites

 Dreamliner is the next big thing 
in passenger airliners

Chapter 1, Lesson 6
Copyright © Boeing. All Rights Reserved

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYbM-3E11Qo&t=116s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYbM-3E11Qo&t=116s


Airbus A380 Superjumbo Jet

 May be the biggest 
commercial airliner on the 
market, yet it also sports 
green features

 Double-decker aircraft that 
can carry anywhere from 
525-853 passengers

 Tremendous fuel capacity, 
it can fly 9,550 miles

Chapter 1, Lesson 6
© Tim Jenner/ShutterStock, Inc.



 Know the Cadet ranks

 Know the Mission of the AFJROTC program 
exactly as worded

 Be able to state the Air Force Core Values

 Know the day month and year the United 
States Air Force was established as a separate 
military service

Chapter 3, Lesson 1


